METHODS

The template was designed and developed on 50 volunteers, with feet in between 35-45 of European size. The suitable areas of all test positions are determined for each foot of volunteers, especially the two test positions of big toe and little toe. These two positions provide a long range of adjustment between left and right side. The hypothesis of the experiment is that the three test positions at middle area of foot are stable position and the rest are the area that we need to find an adjustment area. Different templates were developed for the experiment with purpose of ‘study on adjustment area of feet between 35-45 Euro with both left and right side’. 10 templates were designed and implemented for experiment.

In the experiment, volunteers were asked to put their foot on the templates, then fit the posture of the foot on all six test positions and ask them for comfortability of their foot. Rating are no point for template that cannot fit their foot on six test positions, one point for template that can fit their foot on but uncomfortable feel and two point for template that can fit their foot on with comfortable feel.

Scores and comments were recorded for researchers. To define the solution of the template, statistical methods were applied to give a preliminary analysis. Then specific cases were customized for the template to cover as many cases as possible.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Result from the experiments show that the three test positions at the middle area of feet can be fixed positions, including with the heel position. Big toe and little toe test positions require a long range for adjustment with some angle slope for left and right side to be changeable. However, there are a few cases that do not fit the template, so specifically modifications are applied to the template to make it fit as many cases as possible. The modified template was test on volunteers again and the results show that the template had more than 85% accuracy. The final solution of template consist of three test positions at middle area of feet and heel test position as fixed positions on the template and two test positions of big toe and little toe as adjustable positions to fit with each person’s feet. The adjustable positions of big toe and little toe are 60 mm long range with +10 degree and -10 degree slope from the center line as show in figure 1(b).

CONCLUSIONS

This work is a study on a feet template for peripheral neuropathy diabetes testing. The template consist of six test positions; three fixed positions at the middle area of feet, one fixed position at the heel area, one adjustable position at the big toe area and one adjustable position at the little toe area. The template is designed to fit both left and right feet at 35-45 Euro foot size. The result show that the template has more than 85% accuracy.
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